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Abstract. This paper discusses a new specification method for algebraic data types consisting of
an algebraic analogon to domain equations as known from Scott's theory (1971) of order-theoretic
data types. The main result is that strongly persistent algebraic domain equations always have an
initial solution, and there is a simple syntactic method to construct a specification of this initial
solution. Examples illustrate the usefulness of implicit specifications in certain cases. Then, a
parametric version of algebraic domain equations is introduced having parameterized data types
as solutions. It is shown that there is always a solution that can be obtained syntactically as in
the nonparameterized case. This solution behaves consistently with respect to parameter passing.

1. Introduction

The word 'data type' has been used in many different ways for many different
( though somehow related) concepts. Among the approaches to make this notion
mathematically precise, there are two main lines that have been discussed widely:
the order-theoretic approach originated by Scott [24], and the algebraic approach
brought into discussion by Guttag [14] and put on precise mathematical grounds
by Goguen, Thatcher and Wagner (ADJ Group) [2]. Although these approaches
do not model the same aspects and serve different purposes, it is quite interesting
to compare the respective features and try to apply ideas from one approach to the
further development of the other one. The theory of continuous algebras [1] and
the papers of Lebmann and Smyth [18] and Kanda [15] represent different attempts
to do this.
This paper contributes to the · algebraic approach by adding an analogon to one
of the most distinguished features of the order-theoretic approach, namely implicit
(or circular or recursive) specification of data types by means of domain equations
like, for example, the following [25, 30]: N- N + 1 (natural numbers), S = S X D + 1
(stacks over D), L-(LxL)+D (list structures over D), F-[F~F] (a pure
A-calculus model), etc.
In Scott's order-theoretic approach, a data type serves as a semantic domain for
the denotational semantics of programming languages. In order to utilize Tarski's
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lattice-theoretic fixpoint theorem for giving unique meanings to implicit definitions
of functionals, data types are defined to be certain continuous partial orderings,
e.g., lattices or cpo's. The construction of data types proceeds from given basic
types (like BOOL or INT) by means of type constructors, basically sum, product and
function space. Additionally, implicit definitions by means of recursive domain
equations play a very important role. An elementary introduction into this subject
can be found in [25]. There are two different approaches to solving recursive domain
equations, using inverse Iimits of projection sequences [24-26] or using universal
domains [27, 22].
In order to cope with nondeterminism, powerdomain constructors have been
introduced and investigated [21, 28]. One of the main criteria for the suitability of
a powerdomain constructor is that it permits the solution of recursive domain
equations, e.g., Plotkin's example for 'resumptions': R ==[S~ 9P(S+(SxR))] [21].
Smyth [29] and Kanda [16]studied effectivity problems of domains and recursive
domain equations.
Wand [31, 32] was the first to apply categorical notions and methods to the
solution of recursive domain equations, generalizing Tarski's fixpoint theorem to
non-skeletal categories. This theory was further developed by Lebmann [17] and
by Smyth and Plotkin [30]. Lebmann and Smyth [18] adopted certain ideas from
the algebraic approach. They equipped their data types with operations definable
by means of the initial solution of an w-functor representing a recursive domain
equation.
The algebraic approach emphasizes the operational structure of a data type ignored
by the order-theoretic approach. According to this philosophy, a data type is
adequately modelled by a (many-sorted) algebra. Goguen et al. [1] showed how
semantics of programming languages can be understood in these terms. After
Guttag's paper [14] this approach has also been quite successful in studying various
problems of specification of data abstractions and software modules.
A central issue of the algebraic approach is to utilize initiality to give unique
meanings to specifications [1, 2]. This suggests a specification methodology that is
quite different from that of the order-theoretic approach. Basically, algebraic data
types are specified explicitly by giving the operations as weil as conditions (most
often equations) they have to obey.
In the framework of their specification language CLEAR, Burstall and Goguen [5]
informally introduced an analogon of data type constructors to algebraic specifications, called 'theory procedures'. Their mathematical counterparts, parameterized
data types, have been studied extensively: Ehrich [7] and Ehrich and Lohberger
[9, 10] concentrated on syntactic aspects of parameter passing utilizing pushouts,
and the semantics of parameter passing has been clarified in [11, 12] on the basis
of ideas exposed in [3]. Burstall and Goguen [6] have contributed considerably to
the theory by providing a formal algebraic semantics for CLEAR. A CLEAR-like
specification method has been used by Mosses [20] to describe the semantics of
programming languages.
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It is not quite obvious how to compare the respective benefits and drawbacks of
the two approaches to data types outlined above. There is some discussion on this
point in [18] and [3]. The latter point out that the carrier sets of algebraic data
types constitute in a certain sense initial solutions of corresponding polynomial
domain equations. This aspect is further elaborated by Kanda [16] who uses domain
equations to describe denotations of sorts by which algebras are to be extended,
describing parameterization this way.
Our approach to implicit specifications follows a different line. Our concern is to
describe algebras with all their carriers and all their operations as solutions of
'algebraic domain equations'. This is done by means of fixpoints of endofunctors
on categories of algebras. Among the solutions there is an initial one that can serve
as a standard semantics. In particular, we offer a surprisingly simple syntactic solution
method for algebraic domain equations utilizing coequalizers in the category of
specifications.
It turnsout that solving a domain equation means constructing an explicit specification whose initial algebra gives the solution. This excludes the possibility of defining
genuinely infinite structures, e.g., Scott's reflexive domain [26]. Analogaus domain
equations, however, have 'finitary' solutions in our framework.
2. The basic idea

Before we go into technical details, we illustrate the basic idea and the main
result of our approach informally. Very roughly speaking, a domain equation consists
of a parameterized data type (or data type constructor), sending actual parameter
types to resultant types, and a solution is a sort of fixpoint of this mapping.
The algebraic and order-theoretic approaches to data types agree that parameterized data types are functors. With lattices or cpo's, we have all data types naturally
collected in one and the same category, so a (one-argument) parameterization is
an endofunctor in a natural way. Thus, we can conveniently interpret it as a recursive
domain equation and look for fixpoints. To put it in other words, (one-argument)
parameterizations and recursive domain equations happen to coincide in the ordertheoretic approach.
Unfortunately, this does not hold for algebraic domains. In all interesting cases,
a parameterized data typePisnot an endofunctor. Usually, P adds new operations
and new sorts of objects when applied to an actual parameter, so that the signature
of the resulting data type is different from that one of the parameter. For example,
'stack(X)' sends any algebra A to an algebra of, say, strings of elements of A having
one more sort of objects, strings, and several additional operations, e.g., push, pop,
etc. As a consequence, stack(X) cannot be expected to have fixpoints.
An obvious approach to giving an equation like 'X= stack(X)' an algebraic
meaning is to Iook for an actual parameter algebra A such that a suitable reduct
of stack(A) is isomorphic to A. For instance, if A simply is a set, it makes sense to
ask whether the set of stacks underlying stack(A) is isomorphic to A.
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More technically speaking, Iet Act and Res be categories of actual parameter
algebras and of resultant algebras, respectively, and Iet P: Act ~Res be a functor
given by a parameterized data type. We assume a 'forgetful functor' E: Res~ Act
sending each resultant algebra to a suitable reduct that has the same signature as
the actual parameter algebras. Now we have an endofunctor PE: Act ~ Act, and
we can look for fixpoints A such that A ~ APE.
These fixpoints, however, are not very interesting since most of the structure of
the resultant algebra is forgotten. Fortunately, P and E can also be composed to
give another endofunctor, namely EP: Res~ Res. Fixpoints of EP carry all the
structure of resultant algebras, so they Iook more interesting. We will show in
Section 5 that fixpoints of PE and fixpoints of EP are very closely related under
the assumptions made there.
But still, fixpoints of EP do not give what we want. In order to see this, consider
a very simple example in greater detail.
Example 2.1. The domain equation X~ X+ 1 is supposed to have the natural
numbers as initial solution [25]. In an algebraic interpretation, Iet X range over
pointed sets, and Iet the parameterized data type that corresponds to 'X+ 1' send
a pointed set (M, i) to the 2-sorted algebra consisting of two pointed sets
(M, i)

and

(M +{0}, 0)

(where a new point is added in the new carrier) and, say, two operations relating
the two carriers as follows:
u:M~M+{O},

7T: M

+{0}~

u(m)=m foreachmEM,
7r(O) = i, 7r(m) = m for each m E M

M,

Let E send any such algebra to (M +{0}, 0), i.e., the pointed set constituting the
new carrier.
Then, the initial fixpoint of PE is the pointed set (N, 0) of natural numbers.
The fixpoint of EP has a richer structure; it is isomorphic to the following 2-sorted
algebra:
1st sort:

(N, 0),

2nd sort:

(N' +{0}, 0),

where N' is the set {1, 2, 3, ... } of successors of natural numbers, with the following
operations:
a: N ~ N' +{0},

the successor function,

7T: N' +{ 0} ~ N,

the predecessor function.

This comes close to the desired solution that has just one sort, N, tagether with the
distinguished constant 0 and the successor and predecessor functions on N. We only
have to identify the two sorts of our fixpoint of EP that are, in a sense, 'the same'.
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Generally, solutions of our algebraic domain equations will be neither fixpoints
of PE nor fixpoints of EP, but they will result from the latter by identifying certain
sorts and operations. Technically, this identification is achieved by a coequalizer
construction.
In our view, algebraic domain equations are syntactic entities consisting of a pair
(p, e), where p is a syntactic description of a parameterized data type, and e is a
syntactic description of a forgetful functor. We will make these notions precise in
Section 5. In the following two sections we will develop the necessary mathematical
background (Section 3) and give a short account of the theory of parameterization
of algebraic data types (Section 4 ).

3. Specifications and algebras
We adopt the basic assumption that abstract data types are (isomorphism classes
of) many-sorted algebras. In this section we briefly review the relevant algebraic
notions used in subsequent sections. The algebraic background as applied to abstract
data types is treated in greater detail in [1, 2, 7] and several other places. As a
general background reference we refer to [4] and [23].
The syntax of a many-sorted algebra is described by a signature giving sorts as
names of carrier sets and operators as names of operations on these carrier sets.
Definition 3.1. A signature 1: is a quadruple (S, n, arity, sort) where S is a set of
sorts and n a set of operators equipped with two mappings, arity: n ~ S* and
sort: n~ S.
The arity of an operator denotes the Iist of sorts of the arguments, and the sort
of an operator denotes its result sort. In order to facilitate notation, we will denote
signatures by 1: = (S, D) omitting the arity and sort mappings. They are tacitly
assumed to be given. An operator w with arity x = s 1 · · · Sn and sort s0 will
conventionally be denoted by w : s 1 X · · · X Sn~ s0 •
Signatores may be related by structure preserving maps called signature
morphisms.
Definition 3.2. Let 1: = (S, D) and 1:' = (S', D') be signatures. A signature morphism
f:1:~1:' isapair of mappings <fs:s~s',fw:n~n'> suchthat arity'(wfw)=
arity(w)fs and sort'(wfw) =sort(w)fs·
For convenience, we write sf, xf, wf, etc. respectively for sf., xf., wfw> etc. Piease
note that fs is tacitly extended letterwise to strings x E S*. The dass of all signatures
with all signature morphisms forms a category denoted by sign.
Algebras are interpretations of signatures. The following definition makes this
precise.
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Definition 3.3. Let 1: = (S, [l) be a signature. A 1:-algebra Ais an S-indexed family
of sets {sA}, the carrier of A, tagether with an n-indexed family of mappings
{wA: arity( w) A ~ sort( w) A}, the operations of A.
Here, xA derrotes the cartesian product s 1 ,A x · · · x sn,A if x = s1 · · · sn ES*.
1:-algebras may be related by structure preservmg maps called 1:-algebra
morphisms.

Definition 3.4. Let 1: = (S, [l) be a signature, and Iet A, B be 1:-algebras. A
1:-algebra morphism q;: A--'> Bis an S-indexed family of mappings {'Ps: sA--'> sB}, such
that, for each operator w with arity x and sort s, we have WA'Ps = 'PxWB·
Here, 'Px = 'Ps 1 X· · · X 'Ps n if x = s 1 • • • sn- The morphism condition is illustrated by
commutativity of the following diagram:
WA

XA

-~ 1
XB

SA

WB

l

(0,

SB

The dass of alll:-algebras tagether with alll:-algebra morphisms forms a category
denoted by 1:-alg. It is weil known that there is an initial algebra Ix. in 1:-a/g that
is unique up to isomorphism. Its defining property is that there is exactly one
morphism from Ix. to any 1:-algebra. A standard construction of Ix. is as follows:
The carrier consists of all terms that can be constructed from the operators [l
without variables, and the operations are given by formal application of the respective
operators.
If f: 1: ~ 1:' is a signature morphism, there is a corresponding forgetful functor
f-alg: 1:' -alg--'> 1:-a/g defined as follows. Let F = f-alg. If B is a 1:' -algebra, then
A = BF has carrier sets sA = (sfh and operations wA = (wf)B; if q; is a 1:'-algebra
morphism, then 1/J = q;F has components 1/Js = 'Psf· It is easy to verify that Fis indeed
a functor, i.e., that id 8 F = id 8 p and (q;p )F = q;F o pF, whenever 'PP is defined. The
association alg: 1: ~ 1:-algj f ~ f-alg is a functor, too. Its range is the category cat
of all categories with all functors. Thus we have a (contravariant) functor alg: sign--'>
cat 0 P.
Abstract data types are specified by giving a signature 1: and a set of conditions
E on the operators. It is tradition to use equations for expressing the conditions,
because they have nice algebraic properties. It has been argued [11, 12] that a
generalization to universal Horn clauses maintains the relevant properties needed
in the theory. For the sake of simplicity, westick to equations. Our results, however,
can be generalized to universal Horn clauses.
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Definition 3.5. Let J: = \S, fl) be a signature. A 1:-equation is a triple \X, T 1, Tz)
where X is an S-indexed family of sets of variables and Tb Tz are terms over X
and [1 of the same sort, called the sort of the equation.
Instead of \X, Tj, Tz) we will write VX: T 1 =Tz or simply
to consist of all variables occurring in T 1 or Tz.

T 1 =Tz,

Definition 3.6. A 1:-algebra A satisfies a 1:-equation VX:
valid when interpreted in A in the obvious way.

T 1 =Tz

if Xis understood

iff this formula is

Definition 3.7. A specification 0 is a pair \1:, E) where J: is a signature and E is
an S-sorted set of 1:-equations. If J: = \S, fl), we sometimes write 0 = \S, fl, E)
instead of 0 = \1:, E).
Definition 3.8. Let 0 = \1:, E) be a specification. A 0-algebra is a 1:-algebra satisfying each equation in E.
A specification 0 = \1:, E) determines the full subcategory of 1:-a/g consisting of
all 0-algebras; this category is denoted by 0-alg. An essential property of 0-alg
is that it has an initial object ID, determined uniquely up to isomorphism. In the
initial algebra approach to abstract data types, ID is defined to be the abstract data
type specified by 0. It can be constructed by factorizing h by the congruence
relation generated by E.
Specifications may be related by the structure preserving maps, called specification
morphisms. There are several different notions of specification morphism in the
literature. The version we use here is stronger than that used in [7], but weaker
than that in [11, 12]. Our present notion is equivalent to that used in [6], called
theory morphism there.

Definition 3.9. Let 0 = \1:, E), 0' = \1:', E) be specifications. A specification morphism f: 0 ...,. 0' is a signa ture morphism f: J:...,. J:' such tha t the corresponding forgetful
functor f-alg: J:' -a/g...,. 1:-a/g sends each 0' -algebra to a 0-algebra.
Thus, a specification morphism f: 0...,. 0' defines a corresponding forgetful functor
f-alg: 0' -alg-'> 0-alg by restricting the forgetful functor corresponding to f, viewed
as a signature morphism, to the subcategory 0' -alg.
The dass of all specifications tagether with all specification morphisms forms a
category denoted by spec, and there is an obvious forgetful functor from spec to
sign associating with each specification its underlying signature and leaving the
morphisms fixed. We also have a functor alg: spec-'> cator sending 0 to 0-alg and
f to f-alg.
Several constructions to be performed on specifications in the following sections
will rely on structural properties of spec that guarantee that certain categorical
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standard constructions work. Especially, we will prove that spec has colimits and
show how to construct those colimits we need, namely coproducts, coequalizers and
pushouts.
In an arbitrary category, a coproduct of a family {Ad of objects is an object C
tagether with a family of morphisms {ik: Ak ~ C} such that, for any family of
morphisms {A: Ak ~ D}, there is exactly one morphism h: C ~ D such that, for
each k, ikh = jk· In the category set of sets and functions, coproducts are disjoint
unians with the obvious inclusions.
A coequalizer of two morphisms f, g: A ~ B with common source and target is
an object C tagether with a morphism c: B ~ C such that (i) fc = gc, and (ii) for
any d: B ~ D such that fd = gd there is exactly one morphism h : C ~ D such that
eh= d. In set, coequalizers are the canonical mappings c : B ~ B /- mapping each
element of B to its equivalence dass with respect to the equivalence relation on B
generated by the relation {(af, ag) Ia E A}.
A pushout of two morphisms A: A ~Bk> k = 1, 2, with common source is an object
C tagether with two morphisms gk: Bk~ C, k = 1, 2, such that (i) / 1 g 1 = / 2 gz, and
(ii) whenever there are dk: Bk~ D, k = 1, 2, suchthat / 1 d 1 = / 2 dz, then there is a
unique morphism h: C ~ D such that, for k = 1, 2, gkh = dk.
Such a pushout may be constructed by first constructing the coproduct {i 1 : B 1 ~ B',
i 2 : B 2 ~ B'}, and then constructing the coequalizer of / 1 i 1 and / 2 i 2 , say c: B' ~ C.
Then, gk := ikc, k = 1, 2, gives a pushout.
For later use, we define one more instance of a colimit, namely that of a chain.
A chain is a sequence a 0 , a 1 , . . • of morphisms suchthat the target of an coincides
with the source of an+l> for n = 0, 1, ... , i.e., we have the following Situation:
ao

A 0 _____. A

az

al
1 _____.

A

2 _____. • • • •

A colimit of that chain is an object C tagether with a family of morphisms
{cn: An~ CI n = 0, 1, .. .} suchthat (i) ancn+ 1 = Cn for each n, and (ii) for any family
{dn: An~ D} suchthat andn+ 1 = dn there is a unique morphism h: C ~ D such that,
for each n, cnh = dw
A category is said to have coproducts (coequalizers, pushouts) iff in this category
each family of objects has a coproduct (each appropriate pair of morphisms has a
coequalizer or pushout, respectively). Without going into the general definition of
a colimit, we quote a well-known category theoretic result that colimits in general
exist iff only coproducts and coequalizers exist [23]. A category that has all colimits
is said to be cocomplete.

Theorem 3.10. spec is cocomplete.
Proof. Due to the remark above, we have to show that spec has coproducts and
coequalizers. We only give a sketch of the constructions. The rest of the proof is
Straightforward (cf. [7]).
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Coproducts of specifications are simply obtained by taking the disjoint unians of
their sorts, Operators and equations, e.g., 01 + 02 = (Sl +Sb nl + nb El + E2).
The coequalizer of a pair of specification morphisms / 1, / 2: 0 1~ 0 2 is constructed
in the following steps:
( 1) let / 3 .s : Sr~ S3 be the coequalizer in set of (the sort parts of) / 1 and / 2 ,
. (2) let f 3 .w: D 2 ~ D 3 be the coequalizer in set of (the operator parts of) / 1 and fz,
(3) the mappings arity: {13 ~ sr and sort: {13 ~ s3 are defined by the requirement
that / 3 = (/3 ," / 3 ,w) be a signature morphism,
(4) let the equations E 3 be obtained from E 2 by renaming all occurring operators
and sorts by /J, i.e., E 3 = E 2f 3 • Then, / 3 : 0 2 ~ 0 3 where 0 3 = (S 3 , D 3 , E 3) is the
coequalizer of / 1 and / 2 in spec. 0
It immediately follows that spec has pushouts. As explained before, they can be
constructed by taking first the coproduct and then the coequalizer.
Foreach specification 0 in spec, the category 0-a/g of 0-algebras is cocomplete,
too (cf. [23]). This factwill be used in the proof of our main result (Section 6).
One of the most aesthetic features of category theory is that most of the notions
occur in dual pairs, related by 'reversing arrows'. The duals of colimits, coproducts,
coequalizers and pushouts are limits, products, equalizers and pullbacks, respectively. For instance, the definition of a pullback reads as follows: a pultback of two
morphisms A: Bk~ A, k = 1, 2, with common target is an object C tagether with
two morphisms gk: C ~ Bb k = 1, 2, suchthat (i) gtf1 = gz/2 , and (ii) whenever there
are dk: D~ Bk> k = 1, 2, such that dd1 = dzfb then there is a unique morphism
h:D~c such that, for k=1,2, hgk=dk.
A useful general result due to Lawvere that is implicit in the proof of the main
theorem in [11, 12] can now be stated as follows.

Theorem 3.11. The functor alg: spec ~ cator sends colimits in spec to Iimits in cat.
W e will only use the special instances that coequalizers and pushouts in spec are
sent to equalizers and pullbacks in cat, respectively. The proof requires a careful
analysis of the constructions in question and is rather straightforward. We do not
present it here.
This theorem makes the proof of apart of the 'extension lemma' of [11, 12] quite
short and elegant. First we need the notion of (strong) persistency.

Definition 3.12. Let f: 0 ~ 0' be a specification morphism. A functor F: 0-alg ~
0' -alg is called (strongly) persistent with respect to f iff F o f-alg:::: id (F o f-alg = id),
where id is the identity functor on 0-a/g.
Lemma 3.13. Let a pushout be given by the following diagram:
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.Ii

Da

p.o.

D2
Let F 1 : 0 0 -alg--'> 0 1 -alg be strongly persistent w.r.t. f 1 • Then there is exactly one
functor F 4 : 0 2 -alg--'> D, -alg that satisfies the following conditions:
( 1) F 4 is strongly persistent w. r. t. h
(2) fralg o F 1 = F 4 o f 3 -alg.

Proof. Since F 1 is strongly persistent w.r.t. / 1 , we have
f 2 -alg o F 1 o f 1 -a/g

= f 2 -alg = id o

fralg,

where id is the identity on Dralg. Since, by Theorem 3.11, the four functors f;-alg,
i = 1, 2, 3, 4, form a pullback in cat, there is exactly one F 4 : Oz-alg--'> 0 3 -alg such
that F 4 o f 4 -alg = id and F 4 a fralg = fz-alg o F 1 • D
This lemma holds for (weak) persistency too, i.e., when we omit the adjective
'strongly' throughout. The proof, however, is somewhat involved. Since the generalization to (weak) persistency is not so important for our purposes, we will restriet
ourselves to the simpler case of strong persistency in what follows.
It is known that algebraic functors of the form f-alg, where f is a specification
morphism, have left adjoints. If f: D--'> D' is given, we have f-alg: D' -alg--'> 0-a/g,
and the left adjoint is a functor
f-free: 0-a/g--'> D' -a/g

sending each 0-algebra A to a free 0'-algebra over A (w.r.t. f). f-free is defined
(up to isomorphism) by the following conditions. Let F = f-free and F = f-alg:
~A

A

AFF

1,,,
BF

l,

AF

B

(1) For each 0-algebra A there is a morphism TJA: A--'> AFF (the 'inclusion of
genera tors ').
(2) Each 0-algebra morphism of the form cp: A--'> BF (with a D' -algebra B)
extends uniquely to a D' -algebra morphism cp#: AF--'> B (where 'extends' means
that TJA o cp#F=cp).
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(3) F sends each D-algebra morphism p: A ~ A' to the umque extension of
p a T/A'· (So T/: id::::;, FF becomes a natural transformation.)
If a given functor F is strongly persistent, the identities A = AFF, for each
D-algebra A, can be taken as TJA, and the following condition suffices to show that
F = f-free:
Foreach D-algebra morphism of the form cp: A ~ BF there is exactly
one D' -algebra morphism cp #: AF -7 B such that cp # F = cp.
Now we are in a position to supplement Lemma 3.13 by another statement concerning freeness. This result is also part of the 'extension Iemma' of [11, 12].
Lemma 3.14. Let the situation of Lemma 3.13 be given. If F 1 - f 1 -free, then F4 ==
f 4 -free.

Proof. Because of strong persistency of F 1 and F 4 , we make use of the simplified
condition given above.
With the notation of Lemma 3.13 and the diagram therein, Iet A be a Dralgebra.
For k = 1, 2, 3, 4, denote fk-alg by Fk. Furthermore, Iet cp: A -7 BF4 be a 0 2 -algebramorphism.
Assurne that 1/J: AF4 ~ B is a morphism such that
(a)

lj;F4=cp.

If we map 1/J by F 3 and cp by F 2 , we get the situation of Fig. 1, considering F 4F 2 = F 3 F 1

and F4F3 = F 2 F1.
A

1-

AF2F1

AF2
1------+

BF4

AF4

'" l 'j
"

1-"

BF3

BF3F1

B

Fig. 1.

Since F 1 ~ f 1 -free, there is exactly one morphism ( cpF2 )# such that
(b)

But we have from (a)
( I/JF3)Fr = I/JF4Fz = cpFz,
so we conclude
(c)

lj;F3 =(cpFz)#.

Since (F4, F 3 ) is a pullback of (Fj, F 2 ) (cf. Theorem 3.11), (b) ensures that there
indeed exists a morphism 1/J that is uniquely determined by (a) and (c), 1.e.,
'P# = 1/J. D
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4. Parameterization
Parameterized data types are in a sense data type constructors, sending actual
parameter types to resultant types. They are syntactically specified by parameterized
specifica tions.

Definition 4.1. A parameterized specification 1s an injective spec morphism p:
X -+ D. X is called the formal parameter of p.
Definition 4.2. A parameterized data type is a pair ( p, P) where p: X-+ 0 1s a
parameterized specification, and P: X-a/g-+ D-alg is a functor.
An obvious choice for a standard semantics of a parameterized specification p is
the parameterized data type (p, p-free). This is consistent with the initial algebra
philosophy: If X and p are empty, i.e., D is a nonparameterized specification, then
p-free practically 'is' the initial algebra Iv (technically, p-free sends the only object
of 0-a/g to Iv).
In the sequel, we are mainly concerned with parameterized data types ( p, P) that
behave in an especially orderly way: They preserve in a sense their parameters.
Technically, they have the following property.

Definition 4.3. A parameterized data type ( p, P) is called ( strongly) persistent iff
Po p-alg = id (Po p-a/g = id). A parameterized specification p is calkd (strongly)
persistent iff its standard semantics ( p, p-free) has this property.
We briefly describe the mechanism of parameter passing. More details and
ramifications can be found in [7, 11, 12]. An intricate problern is the adequate
choice of assignments of actual parameters to the formal parameter X. lt is obvious
that it should be some signature morphism f: X-+ A, where A is some actual
specification, assigning actual sorts and operators. But it is not at all obvious how
f should respect the formal equations in X. There are practical examples showing
that it is too restrictive to require f tobe a spec morphism. E.g., in case of passing
a non-parameterized specification A, the papers cited above agree that IAf-alg E
X-alg is the adequate notion. For our purpose here, it does not matter too much,
and so we prefer to be a little bit less general, getting the advantage of a much
smoother formalism.

Definition 4.4. Let p: X-+ D be a parameterized specification. An actual (syntactic)
parameter for p is a pair (f, A) where A is a specification, and f: X-+ A is a spec
morphism.
Definition 4.5. Let (p, P) be a parameterized data type. An actual parameter for
(p, P) is a triple (f, A, A), where (f, A) is an actual syntactic parameter for p, and
A is an A-algebra.
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Let ( p', f') be the pushout of p and f in spec, and let 8 be the pushout object
(cf. Fig. 2(a)). Intuitively speaking, 8 is the result of substituting A for X in D,
where f indicates the details of the substitution.
p

X

p

D

X-alg

p.o.

j'

A

p'

D-alg

f-alg

f'-afg

A-alg - - - - - - - .

8

B-alg

P'

(a)

Fig. 2.

(b)

Let (p, P) be a strongly persistent parameterized data type. By Lemma 3.13 there
is exactly one functor P' such that ( p', P') is a strongly persistent parameterized
data type and the diagram in Fig. 2(b) commutes. ( p', P') is called the extension
of (p, P) via (f, A). Now, standard parameter passing works in such a way that
(p, P) sends each actual parameter (f, A, A) to the resultant data type AP'.
The parameter passing mechanism is easily extended to the case where the actual
parameter is parametric again: an actual parameter

(f: X

-7

A, ß: Y -7 A,

P: Y-alg

-7

A-a/g),

such that ( ß, P) is a parameterized data type, is sent to the parameterized data type
(ßp', PP') where (p', P') is the extension of (p, P) via (f, A). Clearly, if (p, P) and
(ß, P) are strongly persistent, so is the resultant parameterized data type.
Since we will only need the strong persistency case, we will not discuss other cases
here. A satisfactory general theory of parameter passing is still missing.
In order to illustrate the mechanism of parameterized specification and parameter
passing, we give a series of examples. These examples will be used in Section 7
again. For specification, we use the following ad hoc syntax: The sorts, operators
and equations are listedunder keywords sorts, ops and eqs, respectively. The entities
of the formal parameter are preceded by the keyword formal. Operators may be
written in arbitrary mixfix notation [13] with underbars indicating the positions of
arguments ( otherwise prefix notation is used). In order to have small and clean
examples we avoid problems of error and exception handling.

Example 4.6. For each natural nurober n, the n-fold product

is the fol!owing specification:
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ops

(_, ... ,J:X1 xX2 x · · · xxn ~p

_[i]: p

(i=1, ... ,n)

=_:PXP

~BOOL

(i=1, ... ,n)

formal

(i=1, ... ,n)

-=-:X; X X;~ BOOL

(i=1, ... ,n)

formal

X; ""' X; =

(i=1, ... ,n)

true

(x ·=x'&x'=x"--->.x.=x")=true
l

l

l

l

l---;;'l

(i-1

- , •••

,

n)

Remarks 4.6.1. (1) Actually, we have denoted different equality operators by the
same symbol =. Formally, there should be different symbols, but it is easily recognized from the context which one is meant. For notational convenience, we take
the same freedom in the following examples.
(2) BOOL is assumed to be interpreted by the booleans true and false, equipped
with appropriate boolean operations like &, ~ etc. We tacitly assume that there
is a specification BOOL that has to be added to the above specification and each of
the following. By analogy with the formal equations given above, equations concerning equality operators have to be supplemented in later examples. Also we tacitly
assume the existence of an operator if_then_elseji: BOOL x D x D ~ D, for each sort
D, with the conventional meaning.
(3) For n = 0, we simply have one constant ( > of sort P and no equations. This
specification is denoted by 0.
Example 4.7. The n-fold product with constant
p =X, X

x2 X . . . X Xn + 1

is defined to be X 1 X·

· ·X

Xn extended by

ops

p:~P

eqs

p[i] = i;

(i=1, ... ,n)

p= p= true
(x 1 ,

.•• ,

xn>""' p = false

Remark 4.7.1. For n =0 we get the specification 0+ 1 consisting of two constants
( > and p of sort P.
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Example 4.8. The n-fold product with basis Y,

P = X1 X X 2 X

· · ·X

Xn + Y,

is defined to be X1 x · · · x Xn extended by

formal Y

sorts

p:

ops
formal

'=

:

eqs

Y

Y -'> BOOL

X

jj(y)[i] =.X;

(i=l, ... ,n)

p(y) = p(y') = y = y'
jj(y)
(x 1 ,

=(xj, ... ' xn> = false

.•• ,

Xn)= jj(y)

=

false

Example 4.9. The specification
F =[X-'> Y]

specifies the finitary functions from X to Y (i.e., functions yielding a constant
almost everywhere) as follows:

sorts

formal

F

ops

X, Y

J:-'> F
JJ~ _:Fxxx

Y -'>F

- :FXX
_[_]:FXX

-'>Y

= :FxF

-'> BOOL

formal

= :X x X -'> sooL
}':-'>Y

= :Y
eqs

X

Y -'> BOOL

f-x= f
(f(xJ~

y)-x' = ifx= x' then J-x'
else
f[x]

(f-x')[x]~

Y

= .Y

(f[x]~y)[x']=if

x=x' then y else f[x']

f= f= true

fi

fi

y
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f = ( f[ x] ~ y) = false
( f[ x] ~ y) f = false
(f[x]~

y)==

(f'[x'J~

y')

=ifx==x' then y==y' &f-x==f-x' else
f[x']= y' & f'[x]= y & J- x- x' = f-x'-x

fi
Example 4.10. The specification

M =~(X)
specifies the finite sets of elements of sort X as follows:
sorts

M

ops

formal

X

0:

~M

-

:Mxx~M

E -

:X X M

~ BOOL

== _ :MXM ~BOOL
formal_ == _ :X x X~ BOOL

0-x =0

eqs

(m+x)-x'=if x=x' then m-x' else (m-x')+x

fi

x E 0 = false
XE m

+ x' =X- x' V XE m

0= 0 = true
m +x =

0 = false

m+x=m'=xEm' & m-x=m'-x
m=m'=m'=m

In order to illustrate parameter passing, we apply the parameterized data types
specified above to the following actual parameter 'natural numbers' N.
sorts
ops

N

0:

~N

+l:N

~N

== - : N

X

N

~ BOOL
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0= 0 = true

eqs
0

= n + 1 = false

n + 1 = 0 = false
n+1-n'+1=n=n'
To build (for instance) N x N, we take the actual parameter (f, N) as follows (cf.
Example 4.6 for n = 2):
j:X1~N

=(onX 1 )~=

i1~0

=(onX2 )~=

The pushout object of the parameterized specification p of Example 4.6 (the
inclusion of the formal parameter part in P) and the parameter morphism f then
consists of N as given above, supplemented by
ops

(_, _):NXN ~p

_[1]:P

~N

_[2]:P

~N

(n 1 , n 2 )[1] = n1

eqs

(n~>

n2)[2] = n2

Thus, N x N consists of (a copy of) N plus a copy of X 1 XX2 where X 1 and X 2 have
been replaced by N
For our example, we can avoid to state the parameter morphism explicitly, if we
adopt the following naming convention: each specification D has a distinguished
sort named D and, as required from context, possibly a distinguished constant
named d, and a distinguished equality operator named =. If we now write, e.g.,
D1 x D2 + D3 , we mean the pushout object of the parametric specification of
Example 4.8 and the parameter morphism f sending X; to D;, X; to d;, and = to
=, for i = 1, 2, 3. So we can denote specifications by expressions. For example,
NxN

+ 1 consists of N (with distinguished constant 0), new sort P,
new constant p, new operators (_, _): N x N ~ P, _[1]: P ~
and the equality operator _=_:PxP~
BOOL. The equations are easily obtained from Examples
4.6 and 4.7.
N,_[2]:

P~N,

p and

= are understood to be the distinguished entities that are to be used for
further parameter substitution. So the expressions
P,

(N

X

N + 1) X

(N

X

N), [N

X

N ~ N], {Jl>(N

{Jl>([(N X N) ~ (N x {Jl>(N))]),
are well-defined specifications.

etc.

X

N +_!),
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Similarly, by providing parameterized specifications of the form X~ D as actual
parameters, we get resultant parameterized specifications. For example,
X x N+1

consists of N plus a copy of X1 x X 2 + 1 where X 1 , i 1 , =
have been replaced by X, i, =, and X 2 , i 2 , = by N, 0, =.

Other examples of expressions for parameterized specifications are the following:
(NXX+1)x(XxN)

[XXX~XJ

9P(XxY+1)

etc.

5. Algebraic domain equations
As explained in the informal introduction in Section 2, we consider algebraic
domain equations to be syntactic descriptions of endofunctors of the form EP
consisting of a forgetful functor E and a parameterized data type functor P. We
restriet ourselves to strongly persistent parameterizations.

Definition 5.1. An algebraic domain equation is a pair of specification morphisms
( p, e) with common source and target,
p

X=:t D,
e

such that p is a strongly persistent parameterized specification.
Let P = p-free, P = p-a/g, and E = e-alg. As explained in Section 2, there are
two endofunctors that could possibly serve as a semantics of an algebraic domain
equation, namely
PE: X-alg ~ X-alg

and

EP: D-alg ~ D-alg.

The fixpoints of these endofunctors are very closely related. (We consider fixpoints
'up to isomorphism', i.e., a fixpoint of F: .Sl ~ .Sl is an object k of St suchthat kF ~ k.)

Lemma 5.2. If A is a fixpoint of PE, then AP is a fixpoint of EP. If B is a fixpoint
of EP, then BE is a fixpoint of PE.
The proof is trivial. Another immediate observation is the following.

Lemma 5.3. B is a fixpoint of EP iff we have BE~ BP and B ~ AP for some
X-algebra A.
Proof. If BEP = B, then BE= BEPP ~ BP, by persistency of P. Conversely, let
BE ~ BP and B ~ AP. Then we conclude BEP ~ BPP::::: APPP = AP ~ B. D
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We now give an important necessary condition for B to be a fixpoint of EP,
showing that all fixpoints are of a certain special form. This result considerably
restricts the range of search for fixpoints. Let ( q, 0) be the coequalizer of p and e
in spec,
p

q

X===! D - - 0,
e

and let Ö = q-alg be the forgetful functor associated with q.

Theorem 5.4. If B is a fixpoint of EP, then there is a unique ( up to isomorphism)
0-algebra C such that B - CÖ.
Proof. If Bis a fixpoint of EP, we have BE= BP by Lemma 5.3. By replacing BP
by BE in B, we construct a D-algebra B' isomorphic to B, such that B' E = B' P.
Since by Theorem 3.11 colimits in spec carry over to limits in cat, Ö is an equalizer
of P and E in cat. This means that there is a unique 0-algebra C such that
CÖ = B' B. Since the construction of B' is unique up to isomorphism, the claim
of the theorem follows. 0

=

The following characterization of fixpoints of
theorem.

EP is an easy consequence of this

Corollary 5.5. B is a fixpoint of EP iff the following conditions hold:
(1) B AP for some X-algebra A,
(2) B:::::: CÖ for some 0-algebra C.

=

Proof. The 'only if' part is trivial. The 'if' part follows from Lemma 5.3 and

CÖP=CÖE.

o

The uniqueness result of Theorem 5.4 shows that fixpoints of EP are closely
related to corresponding 0-algebras. Motivated by our example in Section 2, we
feel that these 0-algebras are adequate candidates for solutions of algebraic domain
equations. They are exactly those algebras that result from fixpoints of EP if we
identify the isomorphic parts BP and BE. So our definition is as follows.

Definition 5.6. Let (p, e): X~ D be an algebraic domain equation, and let (q, 0) =
coeq(p, e). A solution of (p, e) is a 0-algebra C suchthat CÖ is a fixpoint of EP.

6. The initial solution
In this section we prove our main result on algebraic domain equations (p, e):
X~ D: The initial 0-algebra I 0 is a solution of (p, e ), where (q, 0) is the coequalizer
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of p and e in spec. Clearly, this solution is initial in the sense that there is exactly
one 0-algebra morphism from I 0 to any other solution of (p, e).
Our proof follows the 'classical' construction of least fixpoints as colimits of certain
chains. Let In:= ID(EPr and in:= i(EP)n, n = 0, 1, ... , where i is the unique initial
morphism from I 0 = ID to I 1.
Lemma 6.1. The colimit D-algebra C of the chain
io

il

Io-- I1--

i2

lz-- · · ·

is a fixpoint of EP.
Proof. Since D-alg is cocomplete, the colimit ( C, Cn: In~ C)n"'o of the chain above
exists. Since forgetful functors and left adjoints respect colimits of chains [23],
( CEP, cnEP) n"'o is a colimit of that chain with the first step omitted. But adding
the unique initial morphisms we get a colimit of the original chain with colimit object
CEP. Since colimits are unique up to isomorphism, we have CEP:::::: C. 0

According to Lemma 5.3, a fixpoint B of EP satisfies BE:::::: BP. Let iso denote
the category of all pairs (B, ß) where B is a D-algebra and ß is an X-algebra
isomorphism from BE to BP, tagether with morphisms f: (Bll ß1 ) ~ (B 2 , ß2 ) that
are defined tobe D-algebra morphisms f: B 1~ B 2 suchthat fE o ßz = ß 1 o fP.
Let equ be the full subcategory of iso given by all pairs (B, idBJ~), i.e., those
algebras B such that BE= BP. Clearly, equ is isomorphic to the subcategory of
D-alg consisting of all D-algebras B satisfying BE= BP and of all D-algebra
morphisms f satisfying jE= JP. This subcategory will also be denoted by equ.
Again, let Q = q-alg : Q-alg ~ D-alg denote the forgetful functor associated with
the coequalizer (q, Q) of (p, e).
Lemma 6.2. Q-alg and equ are isomorphic as categories, such that Q ( with its range
restricted) is an isomorphism.
Proof. Obviously, equ (with the inclusion in D-alg) is an equalizer of E and P in
cat. According to Lemma 3.11, ( Q-alg, Q) is an equalizer of E and P, too. Since
OE = QP, the image under Q is even contained in equ. Because of the equalizer
property, Q is an isomorphism. 0
Lemma 6.3. equ and iso are equivalent as categories; an equivalence is given by
the inclusion equ c;; iso.
Proof. All we have to show is that each object in iso is isomorphic to some object
in equ. The construction is sketched in the proof of Theorem 5.4. 0

N ow we are in a position to prove our main result.
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Theorem 6.4. I 0 is a solution.
Proof. Considering the chain of Lemma 6.1, let ( C, cn :In---" C) n"'o be a colimit. We
have seen in the proof of Lemma 6.1 that ( CEP, cnEP)n""o isanother colimit of this
chain. Thus, there is exactly one isomorphism y: CEP---" C satisfying

Cn+l = cnEP o

(a)

'}'

for all n ~ 0.

We prove that ( C, yP) is an initial object in iso. This implies that, by Lemma 6.3,
there is an initial object C' in equ that is isomorphic to C, and by Lemma 6.2 we
conclude that I 0 Q is isomorphic to C', since isomorphisms respect initiality. Thus
I 0 Q is also a fixpoint of EP, i.e., I 0 is a solution.
In order to prove that ( C, yP) is initial in iso, let (B, ß) be an object in iso, with
-

-

ß:BE--"BP.

For each n, we construct a morphism bn: In---" B in 0-a/g as follows: b0 is the
unique initial morphism, and bn+l is uniquely determined by

since P is left adjoint and strongly persistent. By induction, we see that
(c)

bn =in ° bn+1

for all n ~ 0,

because b0 = i0 o bb by initiality of I 0 , and

(in+l 0 bn+2)P = in+lp 0 bn+2p = inE 0 bn+lE 0 ß = bnE 0 ß = bn+lp·
Since ( C, cn: In---" C) n;;.o is a colimit of our chain, there is a unique 0-algebra
morphism h: C---" B satisfying
(d)

cnoh=bn

foralln~O.

The last step of the proof is to show that (d) is equivalent to saying that h is a
morphism in iso, i.e., that the following holds:
(e)

yPo hP= hE o ß.

Equivalence of (d) and (e) implies that there is a unique morphism h: ( C, yP)-> (B, ß)
in iso, i.e., ( C, yP) is initial in iso.
N ow we prove this equivalence.
(d)=> (e). Since P preserves colimits of chains and PP= id, (CE, cnE)n;;.o is colimit
of the chain i 0 P, i1 P, . ... From (d) and (a) we conclude

and from (b) and (d) we get

bn+ 1 P= bJ~. 0 ß = cnE 0 (hE o ß),
Because of the colimit property, (e) follows.

n~O.
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(e):::;> (d). This is proven by induction on n. For n = 0, we have c0 o h = b0 by
initiality of ! 0 • Let Cn o h = bn. Then from (a) and (b) we get
(cn+l

0

h)P= cn+!po hP= cnE

0

yPo hP= CnE 0 hE 0 ß

= bnE o ß = bn+IP.
Since Pis left adjoint to P, we have Cn+J h = bn+J· Thus, (d) holds for all n ~ 0.

0

An alternative proof of our main theorem could be based on a result of Merzenich
[19, Corollary 3.22] about initial fixpoints of functors.

7. Examples
We give a series of examples to demonstrate how algebraic domain equations
can be used as a specification tool. The examples should provide enough evidence
for the elegance that can be achieved this way in certain cases, considerably reducing
the amount of notational detail.
In the examples to follow, the formal parameter X always has one sort X and
an equality operator ""' :X x X~ BOOL, and sometimes a constant .X: ~X. We
also have the specification aooL as part of the formal parameter as well as the usual
equations for the equality operator.
We also adopt the naming convention of Section 4: each specification D has a
distinguished sort D and, as required from context, a constant d, and an equality
operator =: D X D ~ BOOL. These entities serve as standard values for parameter
assignment.
An algebraic domain equation will be written as
X==:;> D.

The symbol =:::;> is shorthand forapair (p, e) of specification morphisms from X
to D. p is a parameterized specification embedding X into D. The data specifying
p are implicitly given by equal denotation. e maps the formal entities X, x, == to
the corresonding entities of D, namely D, d, ==.
According to our main Theorem 6.4, an equation (p, e) 'specifies' a data type
(algebra) A iff A I 0 where Q is the coequalizer object of p and e.
For the examples to follow, we refer to the parameterized specifications of
Examples 4.6 to 4.10 and to the notation used there. For comparison we refer to
[25, 30].

=

Example 7.1. The algebraic domain equation
X==:;>X + 1

(cf. Example 4. 7) specifies the natural numbers. The syntactic solution can be derived
from the specification of X+ 1 as follows. We have to identify the sorts X and P,
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and, for convenience, we rename this sort by N; the operators are handled as
indicated below (equality operator omitted):
sorts

(X,P)

N

(x,p)

ops

succ:N ~N

( (_))

pred:N~N

(_[1])

pred(O)

eqs

0

=

pred(succ(n)) = n

Example 7.2. Given some specification A with distinguished sort A, constant ä,
and equality operator ==,
X=~XxA+

1
specifies stacks with entries of sort A. The syntactic solution is the following explicit
specification where sorts X and P have been renamed by S, and the operators have
been renamed as follows: x, j5 by empty, (_,_) by push, _[1] by pop, and _[2] by
top (cf. Example 4. 7):
sorts

BOOL,

ops

empty:
push:

A, 5
~

SxA~

S

S

pop:

s~s

top:

s~A

"" : 5 X 5 ~ BOOL
(additional ops of aooL and A)
pop(empty) = empty

eqs

top(empty) = ä
pop(push(s, a)) = s
top(push(s, a)) = a
empty

=empty = true

empty== push(s, a)
push(s, a) == empty
push(s, a)

= false
=

false

=push(s', a') = s = s'

& a = a'

(additional eqs of aooL and A)
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Example 7.3. The solution of
X=:::::} X X X X A

+7

is the type of binary trees with data of sort A attached to each node. As operators,
we have the empty tree (p), construct tree ((_, _, _)), left subtree (_[1]), right subtree
(_[2]) and node contents (_[3]).

Example 7.4. The algebraic domain equation
X=:::::} X

x X +A

(cf. Example 4.8) specifies binary trees with data of sort A attached to the leaves

only. The details are left to the reader.

Example 7.5. We obtain a solution for
X=:::::}[X~X]

(cf. Example 4.9). Of course, it does not give an analogon to Scott's [26] famous

reflexive domain that could serve as a model for pure A-calculus. We cannot expect
that since in our case only finitary functions are involved. The solution consists of
finitary functions taking finitary functions as arguments and having finitary functions
as values. The operators retain their meanings as empty function ( f), value assignment ( _[ _] ~ _), function application ( _[ _]) and equality of functions ( =). Each
element in the carrier can be applied to any other element in the carrier, including
itself.
We, however, only have a trivial form of self-application, i.e., we always have
f[f] = f Intuitively, this follows from the finite term representation for f: Only
arguments 'smaller' than f can yield nontrivial values.

Example 7.6. The finitary 'powerdomain constructor' i!J' described in Example 4.10
gives rise to an equation
X=:::::;>I!J'(X).

The solution consists of finite sets whose members are finite sets whose members
are finite sets ... etc. ( only finite depth). The operations retain their set theoretic
meaning of empty set (0), inserting or deleting an element (+, -), set membership
( E) and equality of sets ( == ).

Example 7.7. Let Stack(X) be the parameterized stack specification with formal
parameter X obtained from the explicit specification given in Example 7.2 by
substituting X, i for A, ä. Then, the solution of
X=:::::;> Stack( X)

describes binary trees. lt is isomorphic to the solutlon of
X=~XxX+

7.
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It is obvious that each specification D is the syntactic solution of some algebraic
domain equation, e.g., (0, 0) : 0-7 D. Thus, explicit specification can be considered
as a special case of implicit specification by algebraic domain equations. It is

conceivable to use mixed forms, giving part of a specification implicitly and the rest
explicitly. We do not pursue the subject here; to sketch the idea we give a simple
example, a specification of queues.

Example 7.8. We informally use the word symbol base to denote an implicit
specification that is extended by subsequent explicit specifications. The operators
in the base specification are assumed to be hidden.
A queue with elements of sort A can then be specified as follows:
base

X==?XXA

+1

rename P by Q, P by empty, (_, J by in
extended by
ops

out: Q -7 Q
front: Q-7A

eqs

out(q) = if

q(l) = empty then empty
else in(out(q(l), q[2])

front(q)

=

fi

if q(l) = empty then q[2]
else front (q[l])

fi

This comes close to an operational specification of queues as lists of objects of sort
A, with operations empty, in, and the hidden projections as standard Iist operations,
as weil as with out and front defined recursively in terms of these.

8. Parameterized algebraic domain equations
In Example 7.2 we had to assume a fixed specification A in order to specify stacks
over A implicitly. Looking at this example, the question naturally arises whether it
is possible to view A as a formal parameter getting 'stacks of something' as a solution
of a parameterized algebraic domain equation. Inspection of the examples in the
last section gives the impression that the answer is positive, and that the same
method of syntactic solution should apply. In this section we show that this works.
First we have to make precise what parameterization of algebraic domain
equations means. A useful notion evolves from the intuition of a 'formal parameter
Y of the formal parameter X' which is in a sense not affected by solving the algebraic
domain equation.
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Definition 8.1. A parameterized algebraic domain equation is a diagram in spec of
the form
p

Y-X==tD
e

such that (i) ( p, e) is an algebraic domain equation, (ii) r is a parameterized
specification, and (iii) rp = re. We use the notation (r ;p, e) if the objects are clear
from the context. ( r; p, e) is called ( strongly) persistent iff r has this property.
We tacitly assume in the sequel that all parameterized algebraic domain equations
are strongly persistent. From a parameterized algebraic domain equation we obtain
non-parameterized actual instances by an adaptation of the parameter passing
mechanism described in Section 4.

Definition 8.2. Let (r ;p, e) be a parameterized algebraic domain equation and let
(f, A) be an actual parameter for r. Then, the (/, A) -instance of ( r; p, e) is the
algebraic domain equation ( p', e') obtained as follows (cf. Fig. 3):
(1) Let r', B, / 1 besuchthat (1) is a pushout.
(2) Let p', C, f 2 be such that (2) is a pushout, i.e., ( p', / 2 ) is a pushout of ( p,/1 ).
(3) Let e' be the unique morphism defined by r' e' = r' p' and / 1 e' =eh. ( e' is weil
defined since (1) is a pushout and we have fr' p' = rf1p' = rp/2 = reh.)
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p

r

X

D
e

( 1)

f

Ji

(2)

p'

A

r'

c

B
e

Fig. 3.

Now, given a parameterized algebraic domain equation (r;p, e) and an actual
parameter (/, A), we can solve its (/, A) -instance (p', e') by the method explained
in Section 6. If (q', 0') is the coequalizer of p' and e', we thus have a mapping
sending JA (the actual parameter semantics) to IO' ( the solution of ( p', e') ). A
solution of the equation ( r; p, e) is defined tobe a parameterizeddata type producing
this mapping by standard parameter passing.
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Definition 8.3. Let (r;p, e) be a parameterized algebraic domain equation. A
parameterized data type (s, S) is a solution of (r ;p, e) iff, for each actual parameter
(f, A), the solution of the (f, A) -instance of ( r; p, e) is isomorphic to the result of
applying (s, S) to (f, A, JA) using standard parameter passing.
Of course, in order for this definition to make sense, (s, S) must be applicable to
(f, A, JA) iff (r ;p, e) is applicable to (f, A), i.e., the source of s must be Y. Our main
Theorem 6.4 now extends neatly to the parameterized case.

Theorem 8.4. Let (r: Y -?X; p, e:X -7 D) be a strongly persistent parameterized
algebraic domain equation, and Iet ( q, Q) = coeq ( p, e). Then s = rpq: Y -7 0, tagether
with its standard semantics S=s-free, is a solution of (r;p, e).
Proof. We extend Fig. 3, where the squares (1) and (2) are defined as in Definition
8.2, by a new square (3) as follows (cf. Fig. 4). (q, 0) is the coequalizer of p and
e, and (q', 0') is the coequalizer of p' and e'. Since pf2 q' = f,p'q' = [ 1 e'q' = efzq',
there is exactly one / 3 : Q-? Q' such that qf3 = f 2 q'. We choose this / 3 to complete
the diagram.
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X

q

Q

e

f

(3)

(2)

(1)

p

A

c

8
r'

e

Q'
q'

Fig. 4.

Allwehave to showisthat (3) is a pushout. By well-known pushout theorems, we
then may conclude that the !arge square (1, 2, 3) is a pushout, too. Thus, J0 , is the
solution of (p', e') as weil as the result of applying (s, S) to (f, A, JA) by standard
parameter passing, and this proves the theorem.
In order to prove that (3) is a pushout, Iet g 1 : 0-? R and g 2 : C-? R besuchthat
qg 1 = [ 2 g 2 • It follows that phg 2 = pqg 1 = eqg 1 = ef2 g 2 • Since (q, 0) =coeq(p, e),
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(i) there is exactly one h such that qh = f 2 gz, namely h = g 1 .
Now we have ftP' gz = Pf2g 2 = ef2g2 = /1 e' g 2 and r' p' g 2 = r' e' g 2 . From the pushout
property of (1) we conclude that p' g 2 = e' g 2 • Since (q', Q') is coequalizer of p'

and e',
(ii) there is exactly one k such that q' k = g 2 •
For this k, because of commutativity of (3), we have qf3 k = f 2 q' k = / 2 g2 • From (i)
we conclude that
(iii) f3k = gl.
Expressions (ii) and (iii) prove the square (3) to be a pushout. 0
Examples of implicit parameterized specifications can easily be obtained from the
examples in the previous sections by substituting Y for A and declaring Y as the
formal parameter. So we get
X=~Xx

Y+ 1

stacks over Y,

X==> X x X x Y + 1

trees over Y ( entries at each node),

X==>XXX + Y

trees over Y (entries at the leaves only),

etc.

9. Conclusions
The examples given in Section 7 should provide enough evidence that algebraic
domain equations are useful to consider as an additional specification technique,
especially in connection with a selected set of parameterized data types as type
constructors, like those given in Section 4. Our theory shows that there is a sound
and consistent semantics behind this method, if only (strongly) persistent parameterizations are used. On the syntactic Ievel, there is a simple method of solving
algebraic domain equations.
This paper concentrates on theoretical aspects. The feasibility and usefulness of
the results for the development of specification methods and languages should be
subject to further study.
Another possible area of application is the algebraic semantics of programming
languages. In denotational semantics, domain equations are extensively used to
specify syntactic and semantic domains. Our theory can provide algebraic interpretations for them. There is, however, one difficulty: we get only 'finitary' solutions,
for instance, the algebras of finite functions or finite sets. The central semantic
domains of environments and states typically consist of finite functions, so there
seems tobe no problem. It is, however, not quite clear how to cope with cases like
procedure parameters. A solution of this problern may require the extension of our
theory to continuous algebras as introduced in [1]. This is subject to further study.
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